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Introduction
This document provides customers with a description of the London Stock Exchange’s (“the Exchange”)
Itemised Trading Charges service, known as ITC. It sets out the coverage of ITC and provides the
details that a customer requires in order to use the service, including operational and technical
specifications.
Your attention is drawn to the limitation and content warnings set out in this document and displayed on
the ITC website.
Bold italics are used throughout this document to refer to the data fields described in Appendix 1.

1.1 Overview
We have developed our ITC to enable member firms to view, interrogate and download the details of the
individual charges for activity on the Exchange trading system, as set out in the Trading Services price
list. The service is intended to provide a simple and cost effective means of obtaining itemised reports of
activity on the Exchange trading system in order to assist in reconciliation of invoiced business. Normal
usage of this service is free of charge to all member firms.

1.2 Contents of this document
•

•
•
•
•
•

The “Scope” section provides details of the coverage, timeliness and availability of the ITC service,
sets out what is not covered by the ITC service and specifies a number of important limitations of the
service.
The “Operations” section provides details of service hours and support, billing procedures, and
security.
The “Website User Guide” section explains how to navigate around and use the ITC website.
The “File downloads ” section describes the format and content of the various files that can be
downloaded from the ITC website.
The “Becoming a Customer” section explains the application and enablement process, and the
security requirements.
The Appendices provide detailed information on the data fields available in ITC and on the format
and meaning of tariff codes.

1.3 Readership
The purpose of this document is to provide sufficient detail about ITC to enable customers to understand
the opportunities available to them. This document is aimed at Business Analysis, Trading, Finance and
other Operations staff at member firms.
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1.4 Disclaimer
1.4.1

Charges prior to invoicing
Whilst the Exchange makes every effort to ensure that the contents of ITC are complete and accurate,
charges shown in ITC prior to the issue of the invoice on which such charge may be included remain
subject to confirmation.

1.4.2

Web site appearance
The Exchange maintains a policy of continually improving its website. The images of the Exchange’s
website presented in this document may therefore not exactly mirror the website itself. However, the
Exchange will seek to ensure that this document remains an accurate description of the functional
operation of ITC.

1.4.3

Status of this document
This guide does not form part of the contractual documentation between the Exchange and its
customers.
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Scope

2.1 Charges coverage
ITC provides access to itemised information on most charges set out on the Trading Services price list.
Specifically, ITC covers:

•

exchange charge

•

order management charge

•

order execution charge

•

order management surcharge

•

market maker service charge

•

market maker registration charge

ITC also provides itemised information on the following charges set out on the Dutch Trading Service
price list.

•
2.1.1

exchange charge

Out of scope
ITC does not provide information on the following charges set out on the Trading Services price list:

•

RSP charge

2.2 Securities coverage
2.2.1

In scope
ITC provides itemised information on charges associated with activity in the following securities:

•

domestic market securities, including exchange traded funds and covered warrants

•

AIM securities

•

international order book securities.

ITC also provides itemised information on charges associated with activity in the Exchange trading
system in the following securities:

•

international bulletin board securities

ITC also provides itemised information on activity on the Exchange trading system in Dutch Trading
Service securities.
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2.2.2

Out of scope
The current release of ITC does not provide information on activity in the following securities:

•

International equity market securities other than as set out in section 2.2.1

•

gilt-edged securities

•

fixed interest securities.

2.3 Availability of data
Information is made available in ITC as soon as is currently practicable, with the majority of information
available on a ‘next day’ basis.
The following information is available from ITC on the day after the event associated with the charge:

•

exchange charge

•

order management charge

•

order execution charge.

Information on charges for business in Dutch Trading Service securities that is automatically executed or
for which a trade report is submitted to the Exchange will also be made available on a next day basis.
The following information is available from ITC on the first day after the end of each quarter for which the
charge is assessed:

•

order management surcharge

•

market maker service charge

•

market maker registration charge.

2.4 Limitations of service
2.4.1

Aggregated charges
Certain charges are assessed at aggregate level. Such charges will be displayed at aggregate level and
the Exchange will not attempt to assign the charges to the individual underlying events.
For example, order management surcharges will appear as a single entry (for multiple items) rather than
a series of additional charges on selected individual order events.

2.4.2

Non-standard items and adjustments
Non-standard items and adjustments made by the Exchange’s Finance department that may appear on
invoices will not appear in ITC.
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2.5 Summary of service scope and timeliness

Market maker
registration
charge

Market maker
service
charge

Order
management
surcharge

Order
execution
charge

Securities

Exchange
charge

Charges

Order
management
charge

The table below summarise the coverage of ITC in terms of securities, charges and timeliness.

Domestic market securities
SETS securities
SETSmm securities
SEAQ securities
SEATS securities
Exchange traded funds
Covered warrants
AIM securities
International equity market securities
International order book securities
International bulletin board securities
International retail service securities
Other international equity market securities
Gilt-edged securities
Fixed interest securities
Stock loans and equity repurchases
Dutch Trading Service securities
Available next day
Available at end of quarter
Not available in this release of ITC
No applicable charge
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3

Operations

3.1 Service hours
ITC is accessed from the Exchange’s website which is normally continuously available.
There may be brief periods when ITC is unavailable whilst maintenance and other essential tasks are
undertaken. These periods will normally be outside of business hours. Customers attempting to access
ITC during such periods will be advised that ITC is unavailable.
The availability of ITC to any customer may also be affected by factors outside the Exchange’s control
such as failure of the customer’s own internet access capabilities.
The Exchange also reserves the right to restrict the access of any or all customer(s) to ITC.

3.2 Service support
In the event of any difficulty, customers should email ITC@londonstockexchange.com .

3.3 Security
Users will be issued with a user ID and password per organisation that they may share with the
appropriate staff, as they feel necessary.
Users are responsible for ensuring that their user IDs and passwords do not become known to
unauthorised persons. We will assume that all analysis, downloads and other services provided after
having submitted a valid user ID and password combination are being obtained by the customer
identified by the user ID.
Customers will be able to change their password themselves but, to ensure adequate security, we will
prompt customers to change their password at regular intervals.

3.3.1

Password semantics
All passwords must comply with the following semantics:
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•

minimum length of 6 characters

•

maximum length of 40 characters

•

case sensitive

•

may only contain letters (a-z, A-Z) and numbers (0-9)

•

must contain at least 1 letter and 1 number.
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3.3.2

Password expiry rules
All passwords will expire after 90 days. Following password expiry, you will not be allowed to access ITC
until you have successfully changed your password. A message will be displayed on the main page
warning the customer of their impending password expiry when there is less than 10 days until your
password expires.

3.3.3

Password lock-out rules
If you fail to login due to an incorrect password on more than 5 consecutive occasions , your account will
be locked out. In this case, you should email ITC@londonstockexchange.com and request that your
password is reset.
Whenever a customer logs in successfully, the counter of their invalid attempts will be reset to zero.

3.4 Charges and billing procedures
Normal usage of ITC is free of charge to all member firms.
The Exchange will monitor the levels of usage of ITC and reserves the right to introduce a small fee for
excessive usage of the service, for example, where a customer repeatedly downloads the same
information.
The Exchange will give at least one month’s notice of the introduction of any excessive usage charges.
Details of billing arrangements will be published alongside any proposed charges.
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4

Web-based interface user guide

4.1 Overview
ITC is a web-based application that is accessed via a user specific logon from the London Stock
Exchange’s website and can be found at
https://www.services.londonstockexchange.com/HomeExchangeCharge.aspx.

4.2 Browser support
ITC has been developed to support a broad range of internet browsers and operating systems.
However, the Exchange cannot guarantee that any given browser and / or operating system will be fully
supported by ITC. The Exchange recommends that ITC is accessed using Microsoft Internet Explorer
5.5 or higher and Microsoft Windows 2000 or higher.

4.3 Website map
The following diagram represents the page flow for the website interface.

ITC home
Forgotten password
Service description

Terms and conditions

pdf file

Login

Download tariff codes

pdf file

pdf file

ITC main

Select participant
code

Logout

View tariff
summary

Search for a trade

Search for an order

Download charges

Tariff summary
results

Trade code search
results

Order code search
results

csv file

Web pages are shown in blue. Actions taking you to a new web page are shown in green . Actions
within a page are shown in orange. Actions that initiate a file download are shown in yellow.
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4.4 ITC home page
4.4.1

Overview
The ITC home page provides a brief description of the service and is the page from which users log in to
ITC.

From the ITC home page you can also access the following documents:

•

Terms and conditions

•

Service description

•

A key to the Tariff Codes

You can also change your password and retrieve a forgotten password by following the instructions
displayed when either of these two options is selected.
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4.5 ITC main page
4.5.1

Overview
The main page is the central navigation hub of the ITC website and the page from which all searches are
launched, and the resultant data downloaded, and from which tariff level detail is available online.
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This page includes the following displays and controls :

4.5.2

•

Participant code selection

•

Month-to date summary

•

View tariff level summary

•

Search for a specific trade for a specific date

•

Search for a specific order

•

Download charges for a given day

Participant selection
The user is able to view charges for each participant code in the Exchange trading system for which
that user is duly authorised. Selection is made through the participant code drop down list, which
defaults to the first participant code in ascending alphabetical order.
The month-to-date information and all results from the searching facilities set out on this page are filtered
by the selected choice of participant code and automatically update when the selection of participant
code is changed. This may result in a brief delay whilst summary information for the new participant
code is retrieved.

4.5.3

Month-to-date summary
This section shows the summary charge for the selected participant code and the current month,
broken down by charge type and charge currency (not event currency).
Summary charge information shown in the month-to-date summary will roll over from the
preceding month to the current month on the second business day of the month.

4.5.4

View tariff summary
A tariff level summary of charges is available by selecting a particular charge type and charge currency
using the radio buttons and clicking on “View tariff summary”. This will take you to the “ITC summary
charges by tariff” page as set out in section 4.6.

4.5.5

Search for a specific trade for a given date
This section allows the user to search for a specified trade code on a specified charge date. All
charges associated with the trade – including, for automatically executed trades, all charges associated
with the orders submitted by the relevant participant code which are associated with the trade - can be
retrieved by entering the unique trade code and the corresponding charge date and clicking the
“Search” button.
The results will be displayed on the “Trade code search results” page as set out in section 4.7.
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4.5.6

Search for a specific order
This section allows the user to search for a specified order code. All charges associated with the order
– including all charges associated with trades resulting from any execution(s) of the order - can be
retrieved by entering the unique order code and clicking the “Search” button.
The results will be displayed on the “Order code search results” page as set our in section 4.8.

4.5.7

Download charges for a given day
This section allows users to download a selection of individual charge items for a specified charge type
on a specified charge date. All individual charge items matching the filter criteria m ay be downloaded by
entering a charge date and charge type and selecting the desired filters. Selecting no filters will result
in all individual charge items for the given charge date and charge type being returned.
The download may be filtered by any combination of:

•

segment

•

activity type

•

ISIN

•

tariff code

For very active firms, particularly on the order book, the amount of data returned may be
significant and consequentially the report may take a short time to return.
Further details of file downloads are set out in section 5.
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4.6 Summary charges by tariff page
4.6.1

Overview
This page shows , for the participant code selected on the main page, charges for the current month
summarised at tariff code level. An example s ummary charges by tariff page is set out below.

4.6.2

Contents
The Tariff summary page shows, for the selected participant code, net charges summarised for the
current month for relevant tariff code:

•

the number of items assessed: this may include both ‘new’ items and deletions of existing items and
may therefore not directly represent, for example, the number of trades under a given tariff.

•

the charge currency

•

the net amount of the charge
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4.7 Trade code search results page
4.7.1

Overview
This page shows the results of a trade code search, and includes all charges associated with that trade
code and, in the case of automatically executed trades, all orders submitted by the relevant participant
code that are associated with that trade code. An example trade code search results page is set out
below.
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4.7.2

Security details
This section shows core information about the traded security: ISIN, SEDOL, segment and currency.

4.7.3

Trade details
This section shows core information about the trade: trade code, trade type, trade date and trade time,
trade price, trade size, buyer participant code, seller participant code and reported by / aggressor.

4.7.4

Exchange charge
This section details the Exchange charge associated with the trade: tariff code, trade event, charge and
charge currency.

4.7.5

Order details
This section appears only in relation to automatically executed trades and shows the following
information about each order associated with the displayed trade that was submitted by the relevant
participant code: order code, order type, order date, order time, order price and order size.

4.7.6

Order management charges
This section shows the order management charge(s) for all orders set out in the ‘Order details’ section
and includes the following information for each charge: order code, tariff code, order event, charge
and charge currency.

4.7.7

Order execution charge
This section shows the order execution charge(s) for all orders set out in the ‘Order details’ section and
includes the following information for each charge: order code, tariff code, order event, charge and
charge currency.
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4.8 Order code search results page
4.8.1

Overview
This page shows the results of an order code search, and includes all charges associated with that
order code including all details of all trades and associated charges arising from automatic execution of
that order. An example order code search results page is set out below.

4.8.2

Security details
This section shows core information about the traded security: ISIN, SEDOL, segment and currency.
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4.8.3

Order detail
This section shows the following information about the order which was searched for: order code, order
type, order date and order time, order price and order size.

4.8.4

Order management charges
This section shows the order management charge(s) for the order set out in the ‘Order details’ section
and includes the following information for each charge: tariff code, order event, charge and charge
currency.

4.8.5

Order execution charge
This section appears where the order has executed (partially or fully) and shows the order execution
charge(s) for the orders set out in the ‘Order details’ section. The following information is shown for each
charge: tariff code, trade event, charge and charge currency.

4.8.6

Trade details
This section appears where the order has executed (partially and fully) and shows the following core
information about each resultant trade: trade code, trade type, trade date and trade time, trade price,
trade size, buyer participant code, seller participant code and reported by / aggressor.

4.8.7

Exchange charge
This section appears where the order has executed (partially and fully) and shows the following core
information about the Exchange charge on each resultant trade: tariff code, trade event, charge and
charge currency.

ITC w SERVICE DESCRIPTION
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5

File downloads
This section describes the format and contents of files that can be downloaded from ITC.

5.1 File format and naming convention
All data files downloaded from ITC will be provided in comma separated variable (csv) format and will be
named “ExchangeChargeReport.csv”.
Csv files can be opened automatically by spreadsheet and database applications such as Microsoft
Excel and Microsoft Access.
Certain applications may impose limits on the number of records the application may handle which may
be lower than the number of records in a file downloaded from ITC. Consequently, larger files
downloaded from ITC may not open in certain applications.

5.2 Data file contents
Each data file consists of two or more variable length records:

•

a header record

•

one or more itemised charge data records

There is no trailer record.

5.2.1

Header record
The first row of each data file is a header record containing field names , as set out in section 5.2.3.

5.2.2

Data records
The second and subsequent rows in each data file consist of data records.
Each data record contains the fields set out in section 5.2.3. Dependent on the particular itemised
charge the record represents, certain fields may contain no data; however, field delimiters (commas) will
always be sent, irrespective of whether data is present for that field.
Section 5.2.3 sets out which fields will contain data for each service type. The use and contents of each
field is described in Appendix 1.
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5.2.3

Data record contents

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Market maker
registration
charge

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Market maker
service
charge

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Order
management
surcharge

Charge type code
ISIN
SEDOL
Segment
Event currency
Event code
Event type
Event/charge date
Event/charge time
Event price
Event size
Tariff code
Event action
Charge
Charge currency
Buyer participant code
Seller participant code
Reported by / aggressor
Reserved1

Order
execution
charge

Field name

Exchange
charge

Service

Order
management
charge

The left hand column in the table below lists, in order, the fields present in each data record. Greyshaded cells marked ‘X’ indicate which fields will contain data for each service type. All other fields will
be empty.

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

reserved for future use

A description of the use and contents of each field is set out in Appendix 1.
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6

Becoming a customer

6.1 Application and enablement
ITC is accessed via user specific logon on the ITC home page at [insert url here]. Customers will be
unable to log on until all three stages of the process described below have been completed.

6.1.1

Application procedure
Application to access ITC must be made on the ITC order form which is available by following the link on
the ITC home page. The completed order form should be returned:

•

by email, to ITC@londonstockexchange.com

•

by fax, to 020 7920 5762

•

or by mail or hand to Client Implementation Team, London Stock Exchange, 10 Paternoster Square,
London EC4M 7LS.

Once the order form has been processed a product access key and serial number will be e-mailed to the
address provided on the order form. These will be required for the second stage of your registration
process.

6.1.2

Creating a user
If you already have a user ID and password for services accessed via the Exchange’s website, you are
not required to register again – please proceed to section 6.1.3.
If you do not currently have a user ID and password for services accessed via the Exchange’s website,
you must set up a new user ID in order to use ITC.
On the ITC home page you should click on “New Subscribers” which takes you to the Member Service
home page. On this page, you should select “New Exchange User” which takes you to the “New
Member Registration”. Please complete the information required on this page and click on “Submit”.
Once you have completed this process, you will be sent an email confirming your user ID and password.

6.1.3

Accessing ITC
Once you have received a product access key, user ID and password you will be able to access ITC.
On your first logon, you should select "Enter My Product Access key" and enter your product access key.
Once this stage has been completed, you will have access to ITC. You will not be prompted to submit
your access key on subsequent logons.
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Appendix 1: Data fields
This section describes the data fields used throughout ITC, which are presented online and are returned
in files that are downloaded from ITC.
The following ‘dictionary’ presents the data fields in alphabetical order and describes what each field
represent (which may vary by charge type).
Throughout this service description, data fields are shown in bold italics.

7.1 Data dictionary
activity type
The nature of the event associated with the charge, as set out in the table below. Activity type is not
applicable to charge types not listed below.
Charge type
Market maker registration charge

Activity type
role type

Order management charge

order type

Order execution charge

trade type

Exchange charge

trade type

buyer code or buyer participant code
The participant code representing the buying participant on a trade report. Where necessary, this will
be shown as ‘CCP’ to preserve counterparty anonymity on central counterparty transactions.
charge
The amount of the charge associated with this item.
charge currency
The currency in which the charge has been assessed and will be collected. This will be

•

pounds sterling (GBP) for charges on the Trading Services price list

•

Euros (EUR) for charges on the Dutch Trading Service price list.

Each tariff code is associated with a single charge currency.
charge date
The date on which the associated charge was raised.
charge time
The time on the charge date on which the associated charge was raised.
ITC w SERVICE DESCRIPTION
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charge type
The type of the charge as set out in the Trading Services price list, namely:

•

market maker service charge

•

market maker registration charge

•

order management charge

•

order execution charge

•

order management surcharge

•

exchange charge

or as set out in the Dutch Trading Service price list, namely:

•

exchange charge

charge type code
A three character code identifying a charge type, as set out in the table below.
Charge type code
MMS

Charge type
Market maker service charge

MMR

Market maker registration charge

OMC

Order management charge

OEX

Order execution charge

OMS

Order management surcharge

EXC

Exchange charge

event action
The event action associated with the event triggering the charge, as set out in the table below. Event
action is not applicable to charge types not listed below.
Charge type
Order execution charge
Exchange charge

Order management charge

Event action
A

Associated event
The entry of a manual trade report

D

The deletion of a trade report

E

The execution of an automatic trade.

A

The entry of a new order or an order modification.

D

The deletion of an order.

H

The entry of an Iceberg hidden size modification

There are a number of other trading system events other than those listed above. These events will not
appear in this release of ITC.
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event code
The code of the event associated with the charge, as set out in the table below. Event code is not
applicable to charge types not listed below.
Charge type
Order management charge

Event code
The order code of entered / deleted / modified order.

Order execution charge

The trade code of the trade resulting from the execution.

Exchange charge

The trade code of the trade being assessed.

event currency
The currency in which the event associated the charge was reported to the Exchange trading system .
Where necessary, this will be converted to the charge currency prior to any charges being assessed.
event date
The date of the event associated with a charge or the date of assessment of the charge as follows:
Charge type
Market maker service charge

Event time
Date of assessment (last day of each quarter)

Market maker registration charge

Date of assessment (last day of each quarter)

Order management charge

Order entry / deletion / modification time

Order execution charge

trade date

Order management surcharge

Date of assessment (last day of each quarter)

Exchange charge

trade date

event price
The price associated with the event triggering the charge, as set out in the table below. Event price is
not applicable to charge types not listed below.
Charge type
Order management charge

Event price
order price

Order execution charge

trade price

Exchange charge

trade price

For certain event actions, such as iceberg hidden size modifications, event price shows a default value
of ‘1’.
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event size
The size associated with the event triggering the charge, as set out in the table below. Event size is not
applicable to charge types not listed below.
Charge type
Order management charge

Event size
order size

Order execution charge

trade size

Exchange charge

trade size

event time
The time of the event associated with a charge or the date of assessment of the charge as follows:
Charge type
Market maker service charge

Event time
Default value of 00:00:00

Market maker registration charge

Default value of 00:00:00

Order management charge

order time of entry/deletion/modification

Order execution charge

trade time

Order management surcharge

Default value of 00:00:00

Exchange charge

trade time

event type
Additional information about the event triggering the charge, as set out in the table below. Event type is
not applicable to charge types not listed below.
Charge type
Order management charge

Event size
order type

Order execution charge

trade type

Exchange charge

trade type

ISIN
The International Security Identification Number for the relevant security.
order code
The unique code issued by the Exchange trading system for the order with which the charge is
associated, or the order which caused the trade with which the charge is associated. The order code is
returned on the trade acceptance message issued by the Exchange trading system and is also available
in all reports downloaded from ITC.
order date
The date associated with the order event subject to charge.
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order event
The event action for an order management surcharge.
order price
The price associated with an order. For certain order events, such as iceberg hidden size modifications,
order price shows a default value of ‘1’.
order size
The remaining size associated with an order. For most orders, remaining size will decrease with each
execution. For iceberg orders, remaining size may also increase where a peak refresh occurs.
order time
The time of the order event associated with a charge.
order type
The type of the order associated with a charge.
participant code
The code used in the Exchange trading system with which the charges are associated. A member firm
may have one or more participant codes. Most charges are assessed at participant code level.
reported by / aggressor
Identifies the participant (buyer or seller) who:

•

submitted the trade report, in the case of manual trade reports

•

was the aggressor, in the case of automatic executions

in accordance with the table below:

Value

Manual trade reports
Buyer participant
Seller participant

Automatic trade reports**
Buyer participant
Seller participant

B

Reporting party

Counterparty

Aggressive

Passive

S

Counterparty

Reporting party

Passive

Aggressive

** Whilst this field nominally identifies the aggressive party for all automatically executed trades, the
distinction between aggressive and passive participants is not meaningful in respect of automatic trades
occurring during auction periods (trade type ‘UT’).
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role type
The role of the participant, as set out in the table below.
Role type
CP

Participants role
Committed principal

MM

Market maker

SEDOL
The SEDOL code for the relevant security.
segment
The segment on the Exchange trading system in which the event associated with the charge took place.
seller code or seller participant code
The participant code representing the buying participant on a trade report. Where necessary, this will be
shown as ‘CCP’ to preserve counterparty anonymity on central counterparty transactions.
service type
The type of service as set out in the Trading Services price list, namely:

•

market maker service charge

•

market maker registration charge

•

order charges

•

exchange charge

or as set out in the Dutch Trading Service price list, namely:

•

exchange charge

tariff code
An 8 character code that defines the tariff that has been applied to determine this charge. The format of
each tariff code is prescribed in the tariff code key, set out in Appendix 2, and each resultant tariff code
is associated with a combination of charge type, market, activity type (trade type or order type), and
where appropriate, reported by / aggressor and event action. Each tariff code is associated with a
single charge currency.
trade code
The unique code issued by the Exchange trading system for the trade with which the charge is
associated. The trade code is returned on the trade confirmation message (automatic executions) or
trade report acknowledgement message (manual trade reports) issued by the Exchange trading system
and is also available in all reports downloaded from ITC.
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Appendix 2: Tariff code key
The tariff codes used in ITC have been designed to provide a simple means of identifying the business
covered by that tariff. Each tariff code follows a defined structure which provides information on charge
type, market, activity type, activity event, the role of the participant and, where appropriate, discount
banding information.
Tariff code breakdown: 8 characters
Character position
Use
1
charge type
2 to 5

market

6 to 7

activity type (trade type, order type or role type)

8

event action or discount band information

More detailed information on the specific values used in the tariff code is set out in sections 8.1 to 8.4.

8.1 Position 1: charge type
Position 1 in the tariff code can contain the values shown in the table below, with the meaning shown.
Position 1 character
E

Charge type
Exchange charge

M

Market maker service charge

O

Order management charge

R

Market maker registration charge

S

Order management surcharge

X

Order execution charge

8.2 Positions 2 to 5: market
Positions 2 to 5 in the tariff code can contain the values shown in the table below, with the meaning and
segment coverage shown.
Charge type
as shown by
position 1
character

Exchange
charge (E);
order
management
charge (O)
and surcharge
(S); order
execution
charge (X);

Positions
2 to 5
characters

Market

Segments covered

AIM_

AIM

AIM, AIM1, AIM2, AIMI, AIMN

AMST

AIM and SEATS Plus

AIM, AIM1, AIM2, AIMI, AIMN, SEAT,
SMKT, SETN

CWTS

Covered warrants

CWTS

ETFS

Exchange traded funds

ETFS

IOB_

International order book

HKOB, IOB

ITBB

International bulletin board

ITBB

NSTS

Dutch Trading Service

NSTS
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Charge type
as shown by
position 1
character

Market maker
service
charge (M)
and
registration
charge (R)

Positions
2 to 5
characters

Market

Segments covered

SEAQ

SEAQ

CNVE, SEAQ, SEQ1, STBS

SEAT

SEATS Plus (other than AIM)

SEAT, SMKT, SETN

SETS

SETS

SET1, SET2, SET3

SQIN

SEAQ International

EULQ, ITBB, LSTD, NLLD, OINT

SQSM

SEAQ and SETSmm

CNVE, SEAQ, SEQ1, STBS, STMM

STMM

SETSmm

STMM

TEST

TEST segments

EURT, ODTT, RCON, TEST

8.3 Positions 6 to 7: activity type
Positions 6 to 7 in the tariff code can contain the values shown in the table below, with the meaning
shown in accordance with the charge type.
Charge type
as shown by
position 1
character

Exchange
charge (E);
order
execution
charge (X)

Exchange
charge (E)

Market maker
registration
charge (R)
Order
management
charge (O)
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Positions 6
to 7
characters

Meaning

AP

Automatic executions during continuous trading (trade type ‘AT’)
undertaken by participants who are registered as a committed principal
in the security

AT

Automatic executions during continuous trading (trade type ‘AT’)

CP

Contra trades (trade type ‘CT’) undertaken by participants who are
registered as a committed principal in the security

CT

Contra trades (trade type ‘CT’)

UP

Automatic executions during an uncrossing (trade type ‘UT’)
undertaken by participants who are registered as a committed principal
in the security

UT

Automatic executions during an uncrossing (trade type ‘UT’)

ID

Trades involving inter dealer brokers

NM

Trades involving non-members

OT

Other trade types (trade type other than ‘AT’, ‘CT’, ‘X’ or ‘UT’)

XX

Cross trades (trade type ‘X’)

YY

Uncharged trades (notifications and certain technical trade reports)

CP

Participant acting in the role of committed principal (role type ‘CP’)

MM

Participant acting in the role of market maker (role type ‘MM’)

OR

Other participant roles (role type other than ‘CP’ or ‘MM’)

CP

Committed principal orders (order type ‘CP’)

IB

Iceberg orders (order type ‘IB’)

OO

Other order types (order type other than ‘IB’ or ‘CP’)
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8.4 Position 8: activity action / charge band
Positions 8 in the tariff code can contain the values shown in the table below, with the meaning shown in
accordance with the charge type.
Charge type
as shown by
position 1
character

Position 8
character

Exchange
charge (E)

Order
management
charge (M)

Order
execution
charge (X)

Order book business

Other on Exchange business

1

First 75,000 trades

First 40,000 paid trades

2

Trades 75,001 to 150,000

Charged trades 40,001 to 75,000

3

Trades 150,001 to 350,000

Charged trades 75,001 to 100,000

4

Trades 350,001 to 600,000

Charged trades 100,001 to 125,000

5

Trades 600,001 to 850,000

Charged trades 125,001 to 175,000

6

Trades 850,001 to 1,250,000

Charged trades 175,001 to 250,000

7

Trades 1,250,001 to 1,750,000

Charged trades 250,001 to 500,000

8

Trades 1,750,0001+

Charged trades 500,001+

C

(not applicable)

Non-reporting party

P

Passive automatic execution
during continuous trading

(not applicable)

R

(not applicable)

Reporting party

D

Order deletion

E

Order entry

M

Order modification

P

CP order deletion by participant registered as a committed principal

Q

CP order entry by participant registered as a committed principal

R

CP order modification by participant registered as a committed principal

A

Aggressive automatic execution during continuous trading

P

Passive automatic execution during continuous trading

(blank)
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Automatic execution during an uncrossing
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